Western Adventures Inc.

555 Allen Way
Woody Creek, Co. 81656
970)- 923- 3337

Howard Vagneur
3- 27- 17

Comments: County Roads:

Generally Western Adventures Inc. and Howard Vagneur supports Scenario# 4, a
modified # 4 or a new Scenario# 5 to allow 01- IV's on all 254 miles of county roadways. At issue
in # 4 is how and where the 100 legal vehicle count per day was performed. For example, the

Woody Creek Road in# 4 is showing a count greater than 100 whereas in past discussions it
was documented at less than 30 vehicles per day. Unlimited access on all county roads for
OHVs seems more in line with the times as OHVs including ATVs and UTVs are now high tech

for greater performance and agility over their counterpart- legal highway vehicles. As ATV use
on Federal Lands is less than 2 percent of forest users, one could expect the same use on

County Roads as most OHV use is to access the backcountry.

In doing a quick and limited search, I found little or no increase in OHV use on the Bear
Creek Road, Seller Lake Road, and Power line Road and most of the OHV units were privately

owned. This use would be minimal for county roadways as again these OHVs would be using
county roads to access the backcountry.
Using limited information, the rental use of county
road called Aspen Summer Road over to Taylor Lake is as follows:

One rental business shows 4 rentals per day for 7 months(217 days) 868 units
One

rental
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Crested Butte
Other

shows

rentals

rentals

Estimated

100

rentals

for
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rentals

60

units

season

for

for

7

season
season

100 units

months

7
7

60 units

months
months

total

60

units

1088 units

1088 units divided by 217 avg. days 7 month period = 5 units per day
The question, is 5 ATV rental units per day average use for the season an increase on the road
system or a replacement of less tech OHV legal highway rental vehicles that served the purpose
in the past. People would notice an ATV at the base of Aspen Mountain as they are different
whereas a legal highway vehicle would blend in as just another car. As most of the rental
centers for ATVs appear to be in town, there would be little increase of use on other roads in

the county, just on the Aspen Mountain summer road and side roads on the way to Taylor Lake
The following are general observations and conclusions :

1.

There is no mention of the role dirt bikes and motorcycles have in this matter. Last

fall on an inspection trip there were a lot of dirt bikes going up and down Aspen Mountain.
2. Aspen Mountain summer road to Taylor Lake is extremely rough and people are
of the roadways for travel.
A grading schedule and reconstruction of key

using the edges
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areas are needed. An off road club could be formed to assist in these matters with funding if
designation is given for OHV travel on county roadways
3. Upon observation, it appears that up to 95 percent of bicycle riders and hikers ride
the Gondola up and walk or bike back down the ski runs, the summer road, and the roads on
the backside of Aspen Mountain. I did observe some hikers using a trail along side the
roadway on little nell going up to spar gulch. Several Mountain bike riders went by going up
Little Nell at 25 to 30 mph. I realized that they could not peddle that fast on that steep a hill and
that they were electric powered.
4. I did observe last fall that several would be and maybe full time residents are driving
unlicensed vehicles up and down the Midnight Mine Road, parking at the bottom along side the

roadway and driving away in another vehicle that appeared to be licensed. We did not meet
any other vehicles or ATVs until we reached the Richmond Hill Road. The Mine Road did not
show much use compared to the other roads in the area.

The Little Annie road was graded and

dust controlled.

Concerning speeding and safety issues, the discussion always comes down to law
enforcement and public education.

Rental Agencies do in most cases inform and educate

their clients in these matters and always need to do more.

An organized off- road club could be

beneficial concerning these issues.

Sincerely,
WA
HV

Western Adventures Inc.
Howard Vagneur

Note: If given the opportunity, the 1088 plus rental customers(Your tourists) would give a
positive comment for continued OHV access on county roads for# 4, a modified# 4 or a# 5
aforementioned.

Pitkin

County

Board

of

County

Commissioners

March 29, 2017

123 Emma Road

Suite 106

Basalt, CO 81621
Dear Commissioners.

As individuals and organizations dedicated to reducing deaths and injuries caused by offhighway vehicles( OHVs), we are writing to urge you to reject any proposal that would
increase OHV access to the roads of Pitkin County
Allowing OHVs to use public roads suggests to the public that roadway riding is a safe
and responsible use of OHVs when in fact, industry, regulators, and consumer and public
health and safety advocates, all agree that OIIVs are not safe on public roads

We wnte to communicate the dangers of allowing OH Vs on roads and hope that this
information will help inform any policy decision you make
Off-Highway Vehicles

There are two main categories of OHVs— neither of which are designed for roadway use
and should not be allowed on public roads

All- Terrain Vehicles ( ATVs): ATVs are" off-road, motorized vehicles having
three or four low-pressure tires, a straddle seat for the operator, and handlebars for
steering control "

Recreational Off-Highway Vehicles ( ROVs). ROVs have" four or more wheels
with low pressure tires; bench or bucket seating for two or more occupants;
automotive- type controls for steering, throttle, and braking; rollom er protective
structures IROPS), occupant restraint, and maximum speed capability greater than
30 mph."'

More ATV and ROV Deaths Occur On Roadways than Off-Road

While there is federal ATV fatality data, there is a lack of ROV fatality data. To fill this
need, our coalition has started collecting data on ROVs to give decision makers a better
sense of the dangers posed by OHVs besides ATVs. See our data and analysis on our
OHV webpage here

ATV Roadway Crashes: ATV crashes on the road account for over 60% of
ATV-related deaths and over 30% of serious ATV injuries 3 Roadway crashes are
more likely to involve multiple fatalities, collisions and head injuries Victims in
roadway crashes were less likely to be wearing protective gear such as helmets
and were more likely to be carrying passengers, both things that are risk factors
for ATV-related fatalities and injuries. From 1998- 2007, roadway fatalities
increased twice as fast as those off-road The National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration recently released ATV-related fatality statistics for public roads

showing that there were 3, 411 deaths from 2004- 2013, with 323 in 2013 alone.3
1

ROV Roadway Crashes. There is much less data on the number and nature of
ROV crashes m comparison to ATVs, but in 2014 our coalition identified 78

ROV fatalities The crash site could be identified in 74 of the 78 deaths. Of those
74 fatalities, 54% ( 40 crashes) took place on roadways.

OHV Design Contributes to Roadway Deaths and Injuries
Ultimately, OHVs are not safe on roads because they were not designed for roadway use
OHVs" have a relatively narrow track and high- center of gravity These
design features allow for riding in wooded areas and between obstacles, and
provide high ground clearance for rough terrain. However, these features put

OHVs at a higher risk for rollovers,' and require " that the vehicle takes wider
turns than are found in standard road design."'

OHVs have low- pressure, deep tread tires designed for off-road use
Automobile tires have relatively shallow tread and are designed to continually
grip and release roadway surfaces In contrast, OHV tires are made to grab offroad terrain and can act unpredictably on roadway surfaces especially with

increasing speed. The operator can easily lose control of the vehicle, potentially
endangering the OHV rider, occupants of other vehicles, pedestrians, and
bicyclists

Most ATVs lack a rear differential: Most ATVs have a solid rear axle or locked
rear differential which means that both the inside and outside wheels rotate at the
same speed, unlike motor vehicles designed for roadways This often requires that

the OHV" take wider turns than are found in standard road design," 10 and makes

it more difficult for OHVs to negotiate roadway curves, especially at the speeds
often traveled on roads

Industry Associations Warn Against OHV Use on Public Roads and Paved Surfaces

Both ATV and ROV trade associations warn against riding OHVs on roadways The

Specialty Vehicle Institute of America ( SVIA), a not- for-profit association representing
ATV manufacturers and dealers, has a strong policy statement against the use of ATVs
on public roads. A training manual for ATV riders from the ATV Safety Institute, a
division of SVIA, states.

Remember, ATVs are intended for off-road use only Never operate an
ATV on public roads, and always avoid paved surfaces. ATVs are not

designed for use on public roads and other motorists may not see you
ATVs are not designed to be used on paved surfaces because pavement

may seriously affect handling and control.'"
Further, the SVIA makes clear that:

ATVs are designed, manufactured and sold for off-road use only On- road
vehicles must he manufactured and certified to comply with U S. Department of
Transportation Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards ( FMVSS) These safety
standards consist of extensive and detailed compliance requirements. Since ATVs

2

3
are not intended to be used on- road, they are not designed, equipped or tested to
meet such standards 12

The Recreational Off-Highway Vehicle Association ( ROHVA) also directs riders to

avoid paved surfaces. ROVs are designed to be operated off-highway" 13 These
statements show that the manufactures of these vehicles, those who know the vehicles

better than anyone, know that they should not be operated on roads In addition to these
statements from OHV trade associations. ATVs and ROVs are also required to have

labels indicating that they should not be operated on paved roads or on public roads.
Unpaved and Rural Roads are Not Safe for OHV Use

Many of the warnings against riding OHVs on roadways specifically mention the hazards
of paved roads. While these warnings arc accurate they are not sufficient and could

incorrectly imply that unpaved roads are safe for OHV use
A 2015 study of national ATV-related fatalities occurring from 1985- 2012, found that in
twenty- three states half or more of ATV roadway deaths occurred on unpaved road
surfaces and that 42% of all ATV roadway deaths during this time period( 6, 625) took
place on unpaved roads In addition, more than two- thirds of all roadway ATV fatalities
paved and unpaved) did not involae another motor vehicle. This means that low traffic

volume on rural roads does not necessarily translate into fewer deaths and injuries In
fact, riders in serious roadway crashes that occur on more remote roads may be at
increased risk of death because of longer distances to trauma centers While there is not
yet similar data aaailable for ROVs, given that ROVs are also designed for off-road use

with similar design elements, there is no evidence supporting the idea that they would be
safe on unpaved roads

Additional Information

The latest research about OHVs on roadways and OHV death and injuries, as well as a
list of members of a national coalition formed to address this public health crisis and the

advocacy efforts undertaken by this coalition are available here.
We urge you to oppose any proposal to allow OHV use on public roads because doing so
places the public, including OHV operators, pedestrians, bicyclists, and all motor vehicle
drivers and their passengers at unnecessary risk

We hope that you will consider these comments, and if we can be of any further
assistance, please feel free to contact Michelle Styczynski at Consumer Federation of
America at nistyczynski ui consumerfed org or ( 202) 939- 1000.

Sincerely,
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Charles Jennissen, MD

Rachel Weintraub
Legislative Director

Emergency Medicine

and

University of Iowa

General Counsel

Consumer Federation

of

America

Iowa ATV Injury Prevention
Task Force

Mary
at

Katie Kearney

Aitken. MD MPH

Director,

Injury

Prevention Center

Arkansas Children'

s

Hospital

Concerned Families

for ATV safety Member
Sean' s Law

Massachusetts Safety Advocate
Carolyn Anderson

Ben Kelley

Director, Injury Control Policy

Co- Founder
Concerned Families for ATV

Safety

The Trauma Foundation
San Francisco General Hospital

San Francisco, CA

Michelle Styczynski

Robin D. Schier, DNP, APRN,

Research Advocate

CPNP AC/ PC

Consumer Federation

of

America

Pediatric Emergency Medicine
Texas Children's Hospital
Houston, Texas

Gary A Smith, MD, DrPII
President, Child Injury

Sue DeLoretto- Rabe

Co- Founder
Concerned Families for ATV

Gerene

Denning,

Safety

PhD

Medicine

Emergency
University of Iowa

Iowa ATV Injury Prevention Task Force

Prevention Alliance

Gordon S Smith, MD ( MB.ChB, Otago),
MPH Professor, Department of

Epidemiology& Public Health

University of Maryland School of
Medicine Charles " McC" Mathias

National Study Center for Trauma and
EMSShock, Trauma and Anesthesiology
Benjamin Hoffman MD FAAP

Research— Organized Research Center

Professor of Pediatrics
Medical Director, Doernbecher

Children' s Safety Center
Portland, OR
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CPSC, 2013 Annual Report of ATV- Related Deaths and Injuries, February 2015.
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The Denning paper cited below deals with ATVs but the CPSC Briefing Package on the Proposed ROV
Rule, Pg 518, notes that ROVs me designed with narrow track widths and high ground cleaiance for use on
off-road trails which results in a high risk of rollovers

wxw.cpse, gov/ Glohal Newsroom FOIA ConimissionfnefinuPL ' dckage. 20141SafetyStandaMforRecreation
alOff-I IighwavVchieles- ProposedRulc pdf

Denning, Harland, Ellis. ennissen. More fatal all- terrain vehicle crashes occur on the roadway than off
increased risk-taking characterizes roadway fatalities, Injury Prevention, 2012
Into Own nchi nlm mhgut pine arlicles PNIC37 17765'
Id

Id Discussing ATV tires The CPSC Briefing Package Pg 410 Also defines ROVs as having low

pressure tires This allows one to infer that both categories of OHVs discussed here will hm c tires that are
not suitable fur on- road use and will have similar problems when used on- road as those described for Al Vs
in the 2012 report cited above

www cpscgov/ Global.'Ncw srooni FOIA CoinmissionBnefingPackagc5' 2014' Salety'Standardli rRecremmn
ulOff-I hghwayV chicles- ProposedRule-pdf

Denning, Harland, Ellis, Jennissen, More fatal all- terrain vehicle crashes occur on the roadway than off
increased risk-taking characterizes roadway fatalities, Injury Prevention, 2012
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Tips and Practice Guide for the All- Terrain Vehicle Rider, ATV Safety Institute
http Hat%safcty. org/ downloads' ATV Riding Tips. pdf

12 Specialty Vehicle Institute of America, Position in Opposition to On-Road Operation of ATVs
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Jeanette Jones <jeanette.jones@pitkincounty-com>

Fwd: OHVs on Pitkin

County

J

roads.

message

Charlotte Anderson < charlotte. anderson@pitkincounty

Mon, Apr 10, 2017 at 8 41 AM

corn>

lo: BOCC < bocc@pitkincouniy.com>

Cc' Brian Pettet < brian. pettet@pitkincounty. uom>, Jeanette Jones < jeanette.jones@pitkincounty.com>
FYI

Forwarded message

From: Quiet Use Coalition< quietus aji gmaiLcom>
Date: Fri, Apr 7, 2017 at 5. 09 PM

Subject 011Vs on Pitkin County roads.
To chadotte. andorson@pitkincounty corn

Ms Anderson,

In trying to comment on this issue, Internet connection problems prevented us from meeting the 5pm deadline minutes
ago.

We hope that the following tomments will still be considered.
April 7, 2017

Pitkin County Commissioners
123 Emma Road Suite 106

Basalt, CO 81621
Dear Commissioners,

Please accept these comments regarding the use of unlicensed Off Highway Vehicles (OHVs ) in Pitkin
County on behalf of the Quiet Use Coalition.. Our twenty year-old non- profit organization preserves and
creates quiet use areas on public lands, while protecting natural soundscapes and wildlife habitat. We have

members statewide, including in Pitkin County, and work on issues throughout the state.
The comments that follow are in addition to a group letter we helped compose and which we signed an
to, submitted by Julie Mach and the Colorado Mountain Club,

The Quiet Use Coalition has been very in involved In the OHVs on county road issue in Colorado at many
levels for over 15 years, and are extremely familiar with this issue.
As an example, we have been very involved in three separate processes ( 2004, 2009, and 2012) in which

Chaffee County sought to open roads to OHV use. In 2012, the proposal considered opening all 300+ miles
of Chaffee County roads to OHVs. In 2012, the Commissioners held four focused public meetings

considering this issue alone, each lasting 4- 5 hours, specifically on this topic. The public meetings were held

in different parts of the county, to allow individuals to comment in person without going online. They were
well advertised many weeks in advance, using many media sources, to allow all interested parties to learn
about the proposal

The Commissioners spent almost a year after the public brought up this topic in 2011 before coming to a
decision. This longer process permitted almost everyone who possibly could be impacted by the decision
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to weigh m and comment. This long process was necessary in order to adequately and responsibly
consider the implications of such an important decision.

Our organization submitted a CORA request for all information submitted to the Commissioners

regarding this topic. Results indicated over 75% of the public comments were opposed to opening
additional Chaffee County roads to OHV use.

The Commissioners used these results to open all or part of only five Chaffee County roads to OHV use.

We believe that this somewhat lengthy and detailed process allowed the Commissioners to come to the
correct decision.

We strongly encourage the Pitkin County Commissioners to delay a decision regarding opening County
Roads to OHV use. Comments in the Commissioner work session indicated that there was a ' desire" to try
to reach a decision by summer. We believe that would not adequately permit the public enough time to
learn about and comment on this decision A decision before summer would likely not include the opinion
of all property owners and residents who are not present during this current late winter/ early spring
period. Many second homeowners and visitors would not be included in this process unless it is delayed.

A decision before summer would not include property owners/ residents/ users who are here for the
summer season. Since OHV use primarily occurs during the summer, it is important to capture the opinion
of summer residents and visitors.

OHV users frequently do not view their use as resulting in conflict because the conflict is asymmetrical
others experience the conflict, not the 01- IV users themselves). The major sources of OHV conflict,
including noise, dust, decreased safety, exhaust, damage to land or roads, etc. occur behind 011V users and

they are not directly aware of it as they ride away from the areas they impact.

Since OHV users travel at higher speeds ( in excess of 60 miles per hour is possible), the activity itself is
desirable to some, and the activity itself is easy( twist a throttle and go); many OHV users will travel 60 to
over 100 miles per day. The vast majority of OHV use is for recreation, not transportation. OHV riders will
go there, because it is easy, quick, the movement itself can be desirable, and because few things prevent
their movement. This results in the negative impacts of a single or low numbers of OHV users being spread
over large areas. The negative effects of a single OHV user are much greater, and spread over a much
larger area, than other non standard road users such a bicyclists, walkers or horse use.

In addition, the Commissioners must consider the fart that county roads are infrastructure that is
commonly and openly used by the public Permitting OHV use on these roads is a very significant change
that is very different from what commonly occurs on almost all other roads in Colorado and the United
States as a whole.

We have noted in other similar processes in other counties that the proponents of opening roads to
OHVs( OHV riders) are very involved and informed from the beginning. Many 014V users are opposed to
additional and existing regulations, detailed analysis, and favor quick decisions, which do not involve the
public. 1t takes time for the larger majority of individuals who do not own or use OHVs to learn of the
issue, educate themselves, and comment

We would like to emphasize that we are strongly opposed to opening roads to OHVs based on the fact

that OHVs are already illegally using county roads in violation of State taw. There are very good reasons the
State of Colorado keeps county roads closed to OHV use as the baseline condition Opening roads to OHV
use because OHV riders are already using them does not indicate demand. It indicates that there are
renegade OHV riders who are willing and able to violate regulations. Opening roads that are currently
gips Nmol g),24ecm
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being

by OHVs

irresponsibly reward illegal behavior. It could set a bad precedent
the public might willfully violate laws hoping that their actions will he noted and the laws changed.
illegally

used

will

where

Noise is a huge concern with OHVs. Legally, OHVs are allowed by State Law to emit up to 96 dBA. There

are OHVs, which do not comply with these regulations and are even louder. This high level of noise is likely
in violation of any noise ordinances in place. OHVs are up to four times louder than almost all licensed
passenger cars. Noise is a significant negative impact that spreads well beyond the immediate maintained

road corridor. The negative effects of OHV noise will be heard over% half mile or more from any point on
the source on the roac. Unwanted road noise has been proven to result in negative effects for people and
wildlife, as well as negatively impacting desired experiences

Engine emissions are also a concern. EPA regulations allow OHV engines to emit up to eight times the
amount of some harmful engine emissions when compared to licensed passenger cars and trucks. Some
OHVs spew up to 25% of gas/ oil uncombusted into the environment. Since OHVs are personal recreational

motorized vehicles, the number of engines and associated emissions involved is normally increased as

opposed to licensed passenger car use. As an example, four people using one motor could easily travel a
county road in a licensed passenger car. If this same group was on OHVs, there would likely be four
motorized engines and associated emissions involved as opposed to one.

Dust is also a concern with OHV use. Since OHVs are defined as a recreational vehicle, there is a strong
desire of passengers to move at higher speeds, as experiencing speed is a desirable experience for some.
Vehicles traveling at higher speeds raise more dust than vehicles traveling at tower speeds. The amount of

dust raised is also related to the number of tires in contact with a dirt or gravel road, with more tires raising
more dust Similar to engine emissions, the number of vehicles being used on a road is increased because
OHVs are primarily personal recreational motorized vehicles. Instead of one jeep with four tires on the
road for a group of 4 in one licensed passenger, there will be more dust raised with 16 tires and 4 vehicles
on the road ( if the riders are on ATVs). Dust is also one of those issues that spreads and has negative effects
well beyond the immediate maintained road corridor.

It must be clarified that State Law already permits agricultural use of OHVs on county roads So this
proposal has no impact on farmers or ranchers.

OHVs are non- standard use and impact road treads and surfaces much differently than regular passenger
vehicle use. The spacing and width of the tread pattern is different. Cornering forces on the tread surface
are different Riders are able to travel over rough sections of roads at higher speeds on 011Vs because they
have more suspension and can stand and use their knees as suspension when compared to passenger
vehicles Many passenger car roads have settled into a sustainable condition in response to many years of
passenger car use. OHVs impact roads differently than regular passenger cars, and this requires additional
maintenance.

In 2012, the Salida District of the USES and the Chaffee County road engineer both stated publicly that
OHV use on roads resulted in different impacts that had to be addressed through additional maintenance.

The vast majority of the 64 counties in Colorado do not permit OHV use on any of their county roads.
We can only find legal documentation that indicates that about 10 Counties permit OHV use on all or some
of their county roads. If Pitkin County opens any roads to OHV use, it will be in the minority
The Consumer Product Safety Commission, the ATV Safety Institute, and almost all AN manufacturer
owner's manuals, and other organizations specifically warn against using ATVs on public roads, and also

identify paved roads to be avoided. ATV tires are not designed to permit the vehicle to be safely operated
on improved surface public roads at higher(> 15 mph) speeds on these roads. ATVs are particularly unsafe
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when cornering on improved surface public roads at the higher speeds on those roads. We strongly
oppose any paved roads from being considered for opening. There are numerous county road that are so _/
well maintained that

they

are

essentially

paved, and thus unsafe

for OHV

v(/
mixed use.

It must be recognized that the US Forest Service permits, untrained, unskilled, unlicensed OHV riders as

young as 10 years old to operate OHVs on their road system. They are driving noisy powerful machines
which lack brake lights, turn signals safety equipment, rear view mirrors and reverse gears. Would the
county permit a 10 year old to operate a car on a county road?

The desires and safety of the vast majority of existing current residents and visitors must be taken into
consideration in this decision. OHVs are owned by less than 5% of the population of Colorado, and by far
less than 1% of the overall US population OHV use makes up a very small amount of the primariy activity
of public land users in Colorado and on the adjacent White River National Forest There are already
adequate OHV opportunities available for OHV use in Pitkin County, so there is no need to provide more.
We do not believe the risks of opening County Roads to OHVs are worth the risks and negative effects. The

majority of public desired experiences and safety is compromised; conflict increases; and only a small
number of people benefit as a result of opening county roads to OHVs.
National US Forest Service data indicates that OHV users do not spend any more than other forest

visitors. They spend about the same as a hiker. Thus attracting OHV users will not appreciably impact local
economies any more than attracting additional recreationists. Also, by increasing an area to OHV use, you
run the risk of creating new conflict which will displace existing uses and recreationists, and the income
from those uses.

We urge the Commissioners to develop and use a process in which specific criteria are used to consider
opening County Roads to OHVs. This use of such a process will help the public better understand the
issues, it will support public acceptance and support for a final decision, help the Commissioners better
justify their decisions, and allow for modifications of the proposal when conditions change in the future.

It appears as though the Commissioners are presenting different alternatives without any clear
justification or support for how those alternatives were developed, and without a clear process for how a
decision will be made.

We recommend that Pitkin County adopt Scenario 1 until the county is able to establish a procedure
which uses criteria to determine if roads are suitable for OHV opening or not. All county roads are not the

same and some may not be suitable for OHV use Such a procedure will help citizens and Commissioners
better understand the basis and rationale used to support decisions made regarding this matter.
We oppose Scenario 3 because all County roads are not the same and we believe these roads need to be
considered individually. We do not believe there is a verified demand and need to provide for additional

OHV opportunities. We believe the risks far outweigh the benefits.

We oppose Scenario 4 for the same reasons as Scenario 3. In addition, it is not clear how the figure of
100 vehicles per day was determined ( Is that an average of year round use? Does summer use and peak
day/ season use exceed 100 per day? When use increases to over 100 in the future, will the decision be
automatically modified?)

Opening any Pitkin County roads to OHV use will require additional staff time and money for education,
signage, monitoring/ patrolling, maintenance, enforcement, etc. We do not believe that opening County
roads to OHV use will bring in the additional revenue to offset these costs. The full costs of OHV use must
be considered, not just the direct financial requirements.
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Thank you for your consideration of these additional comments.

Sincerely,
Tom Sobal

Coordinator

Quiet Use Coalition
PO Box 1452

Salida, CO 81201

719) 539- 4112
quietuse@gmail. com

Charlotte 51nAersol
Executive Administrative Assistant

Pitkin County Government
123 Emma Road, Suite 106
Basalt, CO 81621
Phone: 970-920-5210

Fax. 970-920- 5198

charlotte anderson@pitkincounty. com
www prtkincounty. com

o

It

RIC 8Please note Our office has temporarily moved to 123 Emma Road # 106, Basalt The office is in the building with Ho
Palace and Subway off the Basalt round- about on the north side of Hwy 82
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April 7, 22017

Pitkin County Commissioners
123 Emma Road Suite 106

Basalt, CO 81621

Dear Commissioners Clapper, Richards, Poschman, Child& Newman,

On behalf of the undersigned organizations, we appreciate the opportunity to provide feedback

regarding the use of unlicensed Off Highway and All Terrain Vehicles( 011Vs and ATVs) in
Pitkin County. Our groups represent both residents of the county and visitors who frequent the
area to enjoy the public lands, natural resources and recreation opportunities. We have a number
of concerns regarding the opening of county roads to OHV use including noise, safety. private
property trespass and public education. There is also a concern about a lack of enforcement and
maintenance, which could be exacerbated by any new opening.

Public roads in Colorado are closed to unlicensed motor vehicle and off highway vehicle ( Oily)
use by CRS 33- 14. 5- 108 as the existing no- action condition. ( food reasons exist for not allowing
the vast majority of public roads statewide to be open to OHV and unlicensed v chicle use.
Although local governing entities have the power to open roads under their jurisdiction to OHV,
this modification should not be taken lightly. Allowing unlicensed OHV use on a road is a
significant change which can have major impacts on traffic volume, safety. flow patterns, and
conditionsluse. etc on adjacent lands and property. Allowing OHVs on a Colorado public road

is very similar to a type of zoning variance. Enough time should be given to inform the public of
the proposed change and responsibly consider all aspects of these types of proposals before
informed decisions can be made.

in light of these concerns, we recommend that the Board of County Commissioners take

additional steps to develop a more comprehensive process to analyze the impacts of 011V use
before moving forward with a decision to open any county roads. Decisions should then he
made on a route- by- route basis through a public process to ensure that residents and propen)
owners are better informed of the issues involved

In the event that the county does decide to open some roads to OHV use, we strongly
recommend the follow ing guidelines he applied:
Adequate notification of the proposed change. We suggest visible on- site posting of roads

proposed for OHV use at least 30 days prior to when they are being considered for
opening.

In order to mitigate concerns and ensure that any roads opened to OH Vs are used

responsibly. we recommend that the following regulations he applied to 01-3V use on
those roads:

Operators be 16 years old and possess a driver' s license.

OHVs carry appropriate liability insurance.
OIIVs remain on the improved tread surface of the road maintained for vehicle use.

Oily use off of the road on private property is not allowed. unless the private
property

owner provides express consent.

4- 1

OH Vs on the road have all the rights and responsibilities of regular licensed vehicles.

OHV operators use the road by traveling directly to and from origins and destinations,
and not perform stunts. tricks or repeatedly pass over the same segment of road for
recreation.

All road sections opened to OHVs are clearly signed as OHV open.
Where 011V- open segments intersect with or transition to other roads not Open to

OHVs. these other roads are clearly signed as closed to OHVs.
Ordinances should state penalties for violation of regulations.

Many of the parameters above come from O11V ordinances from other counties, such as Chaffee

County, and from Colorado statewide OHV regulations that are near approval in the legislature.
At this point, we recommend that Pitkin County adopt Scenario I until the county is able to
e, tablish a procedure which uses criteria to determine if roads are suitable for 011V opening or
not. This recognizes that not all county roads are the same and some may not he suitable for
O11V use. Such a procedure would help citizens and commissioners hetter understand the basis
and rationale used to support decisions made regarding this matter. A list of possible criteria is
attached.

Thank you for your consideration of this issue.
Sincerely,

Julie Mach

Conservation I) vector

Colorado Mountain Club
710 10th St. Suite 200

Golden, CO 80401
303) 966- 2764

6e: nach, r enicaig
Ben Dodge
Executive Director

Tenth Mountain Division llut Association
970) 925- 4554
Ben a hut,. orc

Rosalind McClellan

Rocky Mountain Recreation Initiative
1567 Twin Sisters Rd.
Nederland, CO 80466
303 447- 9409
mtclmt

t color ado. odu
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Attachment I

The following criteria that should be considered in opening Lily or county roads to OHV use:
Documentation that clearly shows the city or county has authomcd jurisdiction over the entire
road or road segment being considered for opening
I Inauthorized OHV use already emanating from the toad
Potential for encroachment and illegal activity off the road

Sensitive or threatened plants and animals living on adjacent land
I ltreatened watersheds adjacent to the road

Impacts from noise, dust, exhaust and pollution

Cumulative impacts of opening county roads which facilitate possible increased use of other
routes and areas needs to he considered

Opinion of residents living along the road
Opinion of regular road users including existing legally allowed recreational users
Opinion of property owners along road, including land management agencies
Opinion of commercial/ permit holders using and/ or adjacent to the road
Ability and funding available to educate the public about and enforce regulations
Objective need for opening the road
Impacts to perceived public image and the balance of recreational opportunities

Compatibility with existing land use plans
Road sui face type
Sight distances

Topography
1 ratite Volume( peak and seasonal) and potential changes in volume
I raffle speed

Traffic type{ business, commercial, school bucest and compatibility

Width of roadway

Availability of public OHV staging/ parking areas
Connection to other legally designated and open OHV roads/ trails, on public lands and in
adjacent cities/ counties

Connection to other roads dosed to OHVs, on public lands and adjacent cities and counties

Maintenance concerns& issues and mailability of funding

hamiliaruv with road of user groups, especially OHV tourists
Mae safety issues and concerns, including those related to the significant differences between
OHVs and licensed motor vehicles, including:
o OHVs commonly used for recreation, not transportation
o
o

OHVs not designed for use on public roads, especially Al Vs
OHV tires not designed for maintained or paved road use

OHV operators may not he properly trained
o
o

Ol 1Vs often lack equipment like rear view mirrors, brake lights, turn signals etc
OHV, and A TVs in particular do not corner well at higher speeds

Roads must he opened on a conditional basis, and if existing or nen concerns or issues develop,
roads must be closed to OHV use until the concern is mitigated, if possible

Decisions that open roads to OHV use must he reexamined every 5 years or sooner if Changing
conditions and/ or criteria

warrant this

Dear Commissioners,

Please accept these comments regarding the use of unlicensed Off Highway Vehicles ( OHVs )

in Pitkin County on behalf of the Quiet Use Coalition.. Our twenty year-old non- profit
organization preserves and creates quiet use areas on public lands, while protecting natural
soundscapes and wildlife habitat. We have members statewide, including in Pitkin County, and
work on issues throughout the state.

The comments that follow are in addition to a group letter we helped compose and which
we signed onto, submitted by Julie Mach and the Colorado Mountain Club.
The Quiet Use Coalition has been very in involved in the OHVs on county road issue in

Colorado at many levels for over 15 years, and are extremely familiar with this Issue.
As an example, we have been very involved in three separate processes ( 2004, 2009, and

2012) in which Chaffee County sought to open roads to OHV use. In 2012, the proposal
considered opening all 300+ miles of Chaffee County roads to OHVs. In 2012, the
Commissioners held four focused public meetings considering this issue alone, each lasting 4- 5
hours, specifically on this topic. The public meetings were held in different parts of the county,
to allow individuals to comment in person without going online. They were well advertised

many weeks in advance, using many media sources, to allow all interested parties to learn
about the proposal

The Commissioners spent almost a year after the public brought up this topic in 2011 before
coming to a decision. This longer process permitted almost everyone who possibly could be
impacted by the decision to weigh in and comment. This long process was necessary in order
to adequately and responsibly consider the implications of such an important decision.
Our organization submitted a CORA request for all information submitted to the

Commissioners regarding this topic. Results indicated over 75% of the public comments were
opposed to opening additional Chaffee County roads to OHV use.

The Commissioners used these results to open all or part of only five Chaffee County roads
to OHV use. We believe that this somewhat lengthy and detailed process allowed the
Commissioners to come to the correct decision.

We strongly encourage the Pitkin County Commissioners to delay a decision regarding
opening County Roads to OHV use. Comments in the Commissioner work session indicated that
there was a " desire" to try to reach a decision by summer. We believe that would not
adequately permit the public enough time to learn about and comment on this decision. A
decision before summer would likely not include the opinion of all property owners and

residents who are not present during this current late winter/ early spring period. Many second
homeowners and visitors would not be included in this process unless it is delayed.
before

summer would not

include property

owners/ residents/ users who are

A decision

here for the

v

summer season. Since OHV use primarily occurs during the summer, it is important to capture
the opinion of summer residents and visitors

OHV users frequently do not view their use as resulting in conflict because the conflict is
asymmetrical ( others experience the conflict, not the OHV users themselves). The major

sources of OHV conflict, including noise, dust, decreased safety, exhaust, damage to land or
roads, etc occur behind OHV users and they are not directly aware of it as they ride away from
the areas they impact.
Since OHV users travel at higher speeds ( in excess of 60 miles per hour is possible), the

activity itself is desirable to some, and the activity itself is easy ( twist a throttle and go); many
OHV users will travel 60 to over 100 miles per day The vast majority of OHV use is for
recreation, not transportation. OHV riders will go there, because it is easy, quick, the
movement itself can be desirable, and because few things prevent their movement. This results

in the negative impacts of a single or low numbers of OHV users being spread over large
areas.

The negative effects of a single OHV user are much greater, and spread over a much

larger area, than other non- standard road users such a bicyclists, walkers or horse use.

In addition, the Commissioners must consider the fact that county roads are infrastructure
that is commonly and openly used by the public. Permitting OHV use on these roads is a very
significant change that is very different from what commonly occurs on almost all other roads
in Colorado and the United States as a whole.

We have noted in other similar processes in other counties that the proponents of opening

roads to OHVs ( OHV riders) are very involved and informed from the beginning. Many OHV
users are opposed to additional and existing regulations, detailed analysis, and favor quick
decisions, which do not involve the public. It takes time for the larger majority of individuals
who do not own or use OHVs to learn of the issue, educate themselves, and comment.

We would like to emphasize that we are strongly opposed to opening roads to OHVs based
on the fact that OHVs are already illegally using county roads in violation of State Law. There
are very good reasons the State of Colorado keeps county roads closed to OHV use as the
baseline condition. Opening roads to OHV use because OHV riders are already using them does
not indicate demand. It indicates that there are renegade OHV riders who are willing and able

to violate regulations. Opening roads that are currently being illegally used by OHVs will
irresponsibly reward illegal behavior. It could set a bad precedent where the public might
willfully violate laws hoping that their actions will be noted and the laws changed.
Noise is a huge concern with OHVs. Legally, OHVs are allowed by State Law to emit up to 96
dBA. There are OHVs, which do not comply with these regulations and are even louder. This
high level of noise is likely in violation of any noise ordinances in place. OHVs are up to four
times louder than almost all licensed passenger cars

Noise is a significant negative impact that

spreads well beyond the immediate maintained road corridor. The negative effects of OHV
noise will

be heard

over

172 half

mile or more

from any

point on the source on the
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road. Unwanted road noise has been proven to result in negative effects for people and

wildlife, as well as negatively impacting desired experiences.
Engine emissions are also a concern. EPA regulations allow OHV engines to emit up to eight
times the amount of some harmful engine emissions when compared to licensed passenger

cars and trucks. Some OHVs spew up to 25% of gas/ oil uncombusted into the environment.
Since OHVs are personal recreational motorized vehicles, the number of engines and associated

emissions involved is normally increased as opposed to licensed passenger car use. As an
example, four people using one motor could easily travel a county road in a licensed passenger
car. If this same group was on OHVs, there would likely be four motorized engines and
associated emissions involved as opposed to one.

Dust is also a concern with OHV use

Since OHVs are defined as a recreational vehicle, there is

a strong desire of passengers to move at higher speeds, as experiencing speed is a desirable
experience for some.

Vehicles traveling at higher speeds raise more dust than vehicles traveling at lower speeds. The
amount of dust raised is also related to the number of tires in contact with a dirt or gravel road,

with more tires raising more dust. Similar to engine emissions, the number of vehicles being
used on a road is increased because OHVs are primarily personal recreational motorized
vehicles. Instead of one jeep with four tires on the road for a group of 4 in one licensed
passenger, there will be more dust raised with 16 tires and 4 vehicles on the road ( if the riders

are on ATVs). Dust is also one of those issues that spreads and has negative effects well beyond
the immediate maintained road corridor.

It must be clarified that State Law already permits agricultural use of OHVs on county
roads. So this proposal has no impact on farmers or ranchers.

OHVs are non- standard use and impact road treads and surfaces much differently than
regular passenger vehicle use. The spacing and width of the tread pattern is

different. Cornering forces on the tread surface are different. Riders are able to travel over
rough sections of roads at higher speeds on OHVs because they have more suspension and can
stand and use their knees as suspension when compared to passenger vehicles. Many
passenger car roads have settled into a sustainable condition in response to many years of

passenger car use

OHVs impact roads differently than regular passenger cars, and this requires

additional maintenance

In 2012, the Salida District of the USFS and the Chaffee County road engineer both stated

publicly that OHV use on roads resulted in different impacts that had to be addressed through
additional maintenance.

The vast majority of the 64 counties in Colorado do not permit OHV use on any of their
county roads. We can only find legal documentation that indicates that about 10 Counties
permit OHV use on all or some of their county roads If Pitkin County opens any roads to OHV
use,

it

will

be in the minority

The Consumer Product Safety Commission, the ATV Safety Institute, and almost all ATV
manufacturer owner' s manuals, and other organizations specifically warn against using ATVs on

public roads, and also identify paved roads to be avoided. ATV tires are not designed to permit
the vehicle to be safely operated on improved surface public roads at higher(> 15 mph) speeds
on these roads. ATVs are particularly unsafe when cornering on improved surface public roads
at the higher speeds on those roads. We strongly oppose any paved roads from being
considered for opening. There are numerous county road that are so well maintained that they

are essentially paved, and thus unsafe for OHV mixed use.
It must be recognized that the US Forest Service permits, untrained, unskilled, unlicensed

OHV riders as young as 10 years old to operate OHVs on their road system. They are driving
noisy powerful machines which lack brake lights, turn signals safety equipment, rear view
mirrors and reverse gears. Would the county permit a 10 year old to operate a car on a county
road?

The desires and safety of the vast majority of existing current residents and visitors must be
taken into consideration in this decision. OHVs are owned by less than 5% of the population of

Colorado, and by far less than 1% of the overall US population. OHV use makes up a very small
amount of the primariy activity of public land users in Colorado and on the adjacent White River
National Forest There are already adequate OHV opportunities available for OHV use in Pitkin
County, so there is no need to provide more. We do not believe the risks of opening County
Roads to OHVs are worth the risks and negative effects. The majority of public desired
experiences and safety is compromised; conflict increases; and only a small number of people
benefit as a result of opening county roads to OHVs.
National US Forest Service data indicates that OHV users do not spend any more than other

forest visitors. They spend about the same as a hiker Thus attracting OHV users will not
appreciably impact local economies any more than attracting additional recreationists. Also, by

increasing an area to OHV use, you run the risk of creating new conflict which will displace
existing uses and recreationists, and the income from those uses.

We urge the Commissioners to develop and use a process in which specific criteria are used
to consider opening County Roads to OHVs This use of such a process will help the public
better understand the issues, it will support public acceptance and support for a final decision,

help the Commissioners better justify their decisions, and allow for modifications of the
proposal when conditions change in the future.

It appears as though the Commissioners are presenting different alternatives without any
clear justification or support for how those alternatives were developed, and without a clear
process for how a decision will be made.

We recommend that Pitkin County adopt Scenario 1 until the county is able to establish a
procedure which uses criteria to

determine if

roads are suitable

for OHV opening

or not.

All

county roads are not the same and some may not be suitable for OHV use Such a procedure
will help citizens and Commissioners better understand the basis and rationale used to support
decisions made regarding this matter.

We oppose Scenario 3 because all County roads are not the same and we believe these roads
need to be considered individually. We do not believe there is a verified demand and need to
provide for additional OHV opportunities. We believe the risks far outweigh the benefits.

We oppose Scenario 4 for the same reasons as Scenario 3. In addition, it is not clear how

the figure of 100 vehicles per day was determined ( Is that an average of year round use? Does
summer use and peak day/ season use exceed 100 per day? When use increases to over 100 in
the future, will the decision be automatically modified?)

Opening any Pitkin County roads to OHV use will require additional staff time and money for
education, signage, monitoring/ patrolling, maintenance, enforcement, etc We do not believe
that opening County roads to OHV use will bring in the additional revenue to offset these
costs The full costs of OHV use must be considered, not just the direct financial requirements.

Thank you for your consideration of these additional comments.

Sincerely,
Tom Sobal
Coordinator

Quiet Use Coalition

PO Box 1452
Salida, CO 81201

019) 539- 4112
quietuse@gmail. com

Western Adventures Inc

555 Allen Way
Woody Creek, Co. 81656
970)- 923- 3337

Howard Vagneur

3- 27- 17

Comments: County Roads:

Generally Western Adventures Inc. and Howard Vagneur supports Scenario# 4, a
modified# 4 or a new Scenario# 5 to allow OHV' s on all 254 miles of county roadways.

At issue
For example, the

in# 4 is how and where the 100 legal vehicle count per day was performed.

Woody Creek Road in # 4 is showing a count greater than 100 whereas in past discussions it
was documented at less than 30 vehicles per day. Unlimited access on all county roads for
OHVs seems more in line with the times as OHVs including ATVs and UTVs are now high tech
for greater performance and agility over their counterpart- legal highway vehicles. As ATV use
on Federal Lands is less than 2 percent of forest users, one could expect the same use on

County Roads as most OHV use is to access the backcountry.

In doing a quick and limited search, I found little or no increase in OHV use on the Bear
Creek Road, Seller Lake Road, and Power line Road and most of the OHV units were privately

owned. This use would be minimal for county roadways as again these OHVs would be using
county roads to access the backcountry.
Using limited information, the rental use of county
road called Aspen Summer Road over to Taylor Lake is as follows.

One rental business shows 4 rentals per day for 7 months( 217 days) 868 units
One

rental

business

Crested Butte
Other

shows

rentals

rentals

Estimated

100

rentals

for

60

rentals

60

units

season

for

for

7

season

season

100 units

months

7

7

60 units

months

60 units

months

total

1088 units

1088 units divided by 217 avg days 7 month period = 5 units per day
The question, is 5 ATV rental units per day average use for the season an increase on the road
system or a replacement of less tech OHV legal highway rental vehicles that served the purpose
in the past. People would notice an ATV at the base of Aspen Mountain as they are different

whereas a legal highway vehicle would blend in as just another car. As most of the rental
centers for ATVs appear to be in town, there would be little increase of use on other roads in

the county, just on the Aspen Mountain summer road and side roads on the way to Taylor Lake
The following are general observations and conclusions :
1.

There is no mention of the role dirt bikes and motorcycles have in this matter. Last

fall on an inspection trip there were a lot of dirt bikes going up and down Aspen Mountain.
2. Aspen Mountain summer road to Taylor Lake is extremely rough and people are
using the edges

of

the

roadways

for travel.

A grading

schedule and reconstruction of

key
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areas are needed. An off road club could be formed to assist in these matters with funding if
designation is given for OHV travel on county roadways.

3 Upon observation, it appears that up to 95 percent of bicycle riders and hikers ride
the Gondola up and walk or bike back down the ski runs, the summer road, and the roads on
the backside of Aspen Mountain. I did observe some hikers using a trail along side the
roadway on little nell going up to spar gulch. Several Mountain bike riders went by going up
Little Nell at 25 to 30 mph. I realized that they could not peddle that fast on that steep a hill and
that they were electric powered.

4 I did observe last fall that several would be and maybe full time residents are driving
unlicensed vehicles up and down the Midnight Mine Road, parking at the bottom along side the
roadway and driving away in another vehicle that appeared to be licensed. We did not meet
any other vehicles or ATVs until we reached the Richmond Hill Road. The Mine Road did not
show much use compared to the other roads in the area.

The Little Annie road was graded and

dust controlled

Concerning speeding and safety issues, the discussion always comes down to law
enforcement and public education.
Rental Agencies do in most cases inform and educate
their clients in these matters and always need to do more. An organized off- road club could be

beneficial concerning these issues.

Sincerely,
WA

HV
Western Adventures Inc.
Howard Vagneur

Note: If given the opportunity, the 1088 plus rental customers( Your tourists) would give a
positive comment for continued OHV access on county roads for# 4, a modified# 4 or a# 5
aforementioned.
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Glenn Horn
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I concur with you There are a new kind of ATV called side by sides which are like a modern dune buggy. We walk and ride bikes regularly in
JoeLittle Annie and on Richmond Hill Some drivers will drive these vehicles al very high speeds creating potential conflicts with walkere bike
riders and cars. They also create lots of dust

I am not fond of these new vehicles and they are dangerous
Glenn

Daws Horn Incorporated
Glenn Horn AICP
91D- 925. 65a7

Joseph Wells
P 0 Box 4259
Aspen, CO 81612
oewelis@rnc.com

28 March 2017
Melissa Sever

Public Works Office& Weed Program Manager
Thank

you

for giving the

residents of the

Castle Creek valley

an

opportunity to

comment on ATV use. I remain opposed to the operation of un- muffled and under-

muffled off-road vehicles and motorcycles( licensed or unlicensed) whose operators

seem to only be interested in getting from point A to point Bin the shortest possible
time, as if it were some sort of contest. There are plenty of counties on the western slope
who don' t seem to mind what their counties look like( the area immediately north of

1- 70 approaching Grand Junction comes to mind as a good example) where operators of
such vehicles seem to be more than welcome. Young men wearing body armor on their
off-road motor bikes seem to be the tell-tale indicator of the type of use that I am
opposed to.

The operation of such vehicles in the Castle Creek valley is the single most disruptive
aspect to the peace and tranquility of living in the valley. They cause considerable
damage to the backcountry and generally make life unpleasant for anyone in the area
looking for a true backcountry experience.

I am not opposed to the use of our County roads by properly muffled off-road vehicles

by those who appreciate the beauty of the area, those headed to a backcountry cabin for
an overnight and similar such uses.

Now 1 come to the issue of the operation of unlicensed " OHV" vehicles on the County
roads in our area, which is the question on the table at the moment. As I understand it,

the operation of such vehicles on County roads is illegal under Colorado law.
Nonetheless, one or more business owners has decided to buy some of these vehicles
and rent them out, in violation of State law, on the theory, I suppose, that the law

doesn' t apply to them. Unfortunately, our local police chief and sheriff have encouraged
this behavior by choosing to ignore the law that they should be enforcing.

It is no surprise, I suppose, to find these vehicles parked downtown blocking the public
sidewalk, reserved for pedestrians, where some of these vehicles are rented. Nor was I
surprised to find a couple of these vehicles abandoned in a parking lot that we provide

solely for users of non-motorized trails in our area( the lot is dearly signed for such

limited use). These unidentified vehicles took up heavily-used parking spaces for hikers
until the owner of the unlicensed vehicles found lime to come and retrieve them several

days later. The sheriff' s department would not ticket the vehicles because they were
abandoned on private property. Because they were unlicensed, there was no way to

identify the owner. This is the type of behavior that I have come to expect from business
owners who

believe that they

can

just ignore

current rules and regulations.
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Some of you MI have spotted the elide in today's Aspen' limes regardng ATV use In the hackcornuy and what to do about It lam
personally opposed to allowing ATV use oro Midnight Mine Road, Urge Annie Road. Express Creak Road, Copper Creek Road, Pearl Pass

Road or any other County mad that would Increase use of Castle Creek Road by these dangerous vehicles Last summer, one of the Iwo focal

companies That rents ATV's just decided to abandon some of his vehicles in the parking area Inst our HOA provides for use by those using the
designated nun- motorized trails in our area- I couldn't contact the company to inform them that they were in violation of our agreement with the
County because tho vehicles were not licensed and were otherwise unidentified I couldn' t determine who owned Mem The County Sherrie

would not do anything about it tecause the ATV's were parked on private property The only solution was to fust wall for the owner to come
and remove them

i will try to find out how the County pans to solicit public comment I will IM you knew what11ndd out This is an issue that we really reed to
weigh in on with a strong response from the caucus
Thanes.
Joe Wells

l
28 March 2017
Melissa Sever
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This is a land use that should continue to be prohibited in the Pitkin County and the

law which currently prohibits the use should be enforced!
Sincerely,
Joe Wells
Cc: Castle Creek Caucus

Membership

Bob Rafelson

Fwd Off Highway Vehicle Open House
March 23, 2017 at 2- 12 PM
Joe Wells

i wrote Melissa I stand with Joe Wells on thus
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Pitkin County Mail- Fwd A plea for help from Michael Chandler

4/ 17/ 2017

Jeanette Jones <jeanette. jones@pitkincounty. com>

t

Fwd: A plea for help from Michael Chandler
4 messages

Wed, Apr 12, 2017 at 11. 59 AM

Charlotte Anderson < charlotte. anderson@pitkincounty. com>

To. BOCC < bocc@pitkmcounty. com>

Cc' Gary Tennenbaum < gary.tennenbaum@pltkincounty corn>, Fran Soroka < fran soroka@pkincounty corn>
FYI

Forwarded message---

From Chandler Marketing < michaelchandler@sopns. net>
Date Wed, Apr 12, 2017 at 11. 14 AM

Subject A plea for help from Michael Chandler
To charlotte anderson@pitkincounty corn

Charlotte,

Could I ask you to present this letter to the 5 commissioners?

Thank you so much

Michael Chandler

Prince Creek Subdivision

Pitkin County, Carbondale

Charlotte Anderson

Executive Administrative Assistant

Pitkin County Government
123 Emma Road, Suite 106
Basalt, CO

81621

Phone. 97O- 920- 5210
Fax: 970- 920-5198

charlotte. anderson@pitkincounty corn
www.pitkincounty. com

litVE
MED

Please note Our office has temporarily moved to 123 Emma Road# 106, Basalt The office is in the building with Ho
Palace and Subway off the Basalt round- about on the north side of Hwy 82
haps//
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Prince Creek Parking letter 4- 12- 17. docx
15K

Gary

Tannenbaum < gary tennenbaum@pitkincounty

corn>

Wed, Apr 12, 2017 at 1205 PM

To- Charlotte Anderson < charlotte anderson@pitkincounty corn>

Cc. BOCC< bocc@pitkincounty corn>, Fran Soroka < fran. soroka@pitkincounty. com>
Hi all,

I will respond to Michael with the process that is about to start on the trail and parking I will copy all of you on the
response.

Gary Tennenbaum

Pitkin County Open Space and Trails Director
806 W. Hallam St

the Aspen Ranger Station Forest Service building)
Aspen, CO 81611
970- 920- 5355

Find OST

on

Facebook•

www.facebook. com/ pages/ Pitkin-County-OpenSpace-and- Trails/ 179446995445330

Quoted text hidden]

Gary Tennenbaum < gary. tennenbaum@pitkincounty. com>
To michaelchandler@sopris net, BOCC< bocc@pitkincounty. com>

Thu, Apr 13, 2017 at 9 25 AM

Michael,

The commissioners received your letter and I wanted to let you know that we will be working on the planning in the next
month. Please see our website on all Open Space projects at www pitkinostprojects corn. Here you will be able to sign

up to receive updates on the Pnnce Creek Trail and Parking planning It is a prionty for the County to complete both the
trail and parking this year. With the completion of the land exchange and the BLM now owning all the land adjacent and
across the street from your subdivision we need to work with them and all the neighbors along Prince Creek Road to plan
out the best location for parking.

Feel free to contact me with any further questions.

Gary Tennenbaum

Pitkin County Open Space and Trails Director
806 W. Hallam St

the Aspen Ranger Station Forest Service building)
Aspen, CO 81611
970- 920- 5355

Find OST

on

Facebook

www facebook. com/ pages/ Pitkin- County- OpenSpace-and- Trails/ 179446995445330

On Wed, Apr 12, 2017 at 11. 59 AM, Charlotte Anderson < charlotte anderson@pitkincounty corn> wrote.
bunted text hidden]

Gary Tennenbaum < gary.tennenbaum@pitkincounty
To. BOCC < bocc@pitkincounty. com>

com>

Thu, Apr 13, 2017 at 9: 50 AM

Cc Jon Peacock < jon. peacock@pitkincounty.com>, Bnan Pettet < bnan. pettet@pitkincounty. com>
See below for the response and request from Michael Chandler. I copied Bnan Pettet and Jon on this.

Gary Tennenbaum

Pitkin County Open Space and Trails Director
806 W. Hallam St

the Aspen Ranger Station Forest Service building)
hllps//

mail. googiatom/ mail/ ut0/
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Aspen, CO 81611
970- 920- 5355

Find OST

on

Facebook.

www facebook. com/ pages/ Pnkm-County-OpenSpace-and- Trails/ 179446995445330

Forwarded message

From Michael Chandler- Chandler Marketing < mlchaelchandler@sopns. net>
Date: Thu, Apr 13, 2017 at 9' 36 AM

Subject Re A plea for help from Michael Chandler
To Gary Tennenbaum < gary.tennenbaum@pitkincounty.com>

Hello Gary,

I will let my neighbors know that this project will be completed this year. Are you intending to pave
the bike trail? Many road bikes also congest the road, and they can' t use dirt.

May I ask you a question and request?: Can you ask the commissioners if they can place those
No Parking signs at the entrance to the Prince Creek Subdivision right away? Per my letter you

know that there is parking below and above the Subdivision. It is the entrance to our Subdivision
that is absolutely dangerous.

Let me know please, and thank you.

Michael Chandler

gary.tennenbaum@pitkincounty.com wrote:

From: Gary Tennenbaum < gary.tennenbaum@pitkincounty.com>
To: michaelchandler@sopris. net, BOCC < bocc@pitkincounty.com>
Subject: Re: A plea for help from Michael Chandler
Date: Thu, 13 Apr 2017 09: 25: 35 - 0600

Quoted text hidden]
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Pitkrn County Mail- Fwd to Greg from Michael Chandler
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r

14
e

Jeanette Jones < jeanette.jones@pitkincounty.com>

I

Fwd: to Greg from Michael Chandler
1 message
Charlotte Anderson <

charlotte

anderson@pdkincounty.

Mon, Apr 17, 2017 at 8 07 AM

com>

To BOCC < bocc@pitkincounty.com>
See Michael Chandler's email and photos below.

Charlotte
Forwarded message-From

Michael Chandler< mmchandler@sopns. net>

Date

Mon, Apr 17, 2017 at 6' 35 AM

Subject. to Greg from Michael Chandler
To chadotte. anderson@pnkmcounty corn

Charlotte,

Good morning. Greg called me yesterday and asked that I take several pictures of the
Prince Creek parking situation. May I include the pictures for distribution to all of your
commissioners. The notes below explain the photos.

Thank you for helping us

Michael Chandler

From: Michael Chandler[ mailtommchandler@sopns. net]

Sent Sunday, April 16, 2017 2. 36 PM
To: ' greg poschman@pitkincounty corn' < greg. poschman@pitkincounty. com>; ' greg. poschman@pukincounty. org'

greg. post hman@pitk i ncounty.org>
Cc: Michael Chandler'< mmchandler@sopns. net>

Subject: to Greg from Michael Chandler

First, thank you for calling me.

Here are 5 photos taken within the last 15 minutes.

haps//
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11? 3 are just a few of the bikers (there were 100' s today) right across from the entrance
to the Pruice Creek subdivision

4097 is just outside the entrance to our Subdivision looking downstream

1102 is about b'2 mile upstream from Prince Creek Subdivision. This is part of the land

you just got. It used to be a shooting range many years ago

Nearly flat.

4106 is the same shooting range about 100 yards upstream. I' m standing on the road.
You can see one of the single- track bike trails in the center of the picture. There' s an

existing gate in the fence

This one area could hold ] 00' s of cars right now. Just open

the gate.

41 13 is the Hull Pen, about T2 mile downstream from Prince Creek subdivision. You own

this too.

It too could be used for 50 or more cars right now. Just open the existing

gates.

Of the two parking area, the shooting range would be ideal because it would take
everybody off the road, which would help until the new trail is built and usable.

How else may I help?

Michael Chandler

Charlotte Anderson
Executive Administrative Assistant

Pitkin County Government
123 Emma Road, Suite 106

Basalt, CO
Phone

81621

970- 920- 5210

Fax. 970- 920- 5198
charlotte anderson© pitkincounty corn
www.pitkincounty. com

OE
111.

haps// mail google
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can/ mail/ u/

pt& search= inbox& th=
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Pitkin County Mail- Fwd• to Greg from Michael Chandler

4/ 17/ 2017

Please note: Our office has temporarily moved to 123 Emma Road # 106, Basalt. The office is in the building with Ho
Palace and Subway off the Basalt round- about on the north side of Hwy 82.
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